Going Places; travels of the mind, spirit and heart
The familiar frames the artists used to work on towering walls around the globe were disrupted due to the outset of the
pandemic, yet not totally. The artists have expressed that while the physical norms are curbed, their philosophies carry
on even further. Indeed, the term travel becomes a metaphysical one. The retreat from the conventional frame, movement
or campaign to their personal caves grants them a place to meditate, reflect and deconstruct on the current crisis. This
new lease of life accommodates these regional household names to seek the right frame of mind – in their respective
psyches, practices, and possibilities.
The works of Alex Face, Ernest Zacharevic, Sam Lo and Yip Yew Chong, sponged, funneled, strained, and sieved from
their usual mammoth forms are gathered in a unique portal. The place serves as a port for the artists as well as beholders
to harbor reflections and hopes; to nurture an exchange whilst seeking a change in the light of the pandemic. Absorbing,
channeling, filtering, and refining seem to be the common thread (not threat) in this congregation. While the air of
uncertainty still lingers over, soaking in these impressionable travels is important and critical.
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Going Places; travels of the mind, spirit and heart
Essay by Zaki Razak

Game Changer (2020) is an artwork cleverly produced by the elusive and undisputed ‘most relevant artist in modern
history’, Banksy. The monochromatic painting depicts a young boy playing with a doll dressed in a nurse’s uniform
complete with a red cross on her chest, a face mask, and a cape. In the background, there lies a wastepaper basket filled
with discarded comic book superheroes. Since the start of the pandemic, abundance of recurring visuals picturing face
mask, caricatured microscopic structures of the virus and homage to key workers have been portrayed in social media
platforms and on the streets. However, Banksy masterly reduced and articulated the global crisis in a one-meter square
canvas; followed by a typically notorious gesture, by installing it in a hospital and consecutively donated all proceeds
from its record-breaking sale to the National Health Service charities. Indeed, Game Changer could be an exemplary
artwork and indelible act, which signify the ‘portability’ of street art – how street art could be ‘transported’ to
unimaginable places, platforms, and possibilities. Banksy has maneuvered, yet again, a game changing masterpiece,
which could serve as a manual for all artists: despite any form of difficulties, with an imaginative mind, optimistic spirit,
and honest heart, you can still make the change.

The portability of street art has been a subject critically discussed amongst art writers and critics since the 1970s. Its
credibility is questioned while the possibility to exist in the art galleries and art market continues. Can the spirit of street
art be contained in an enclosed place, or can it be only represented by the spirit of street artists?

(cont.)
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The term portability stems from portable, which means having the capability of being carried from place to place. Its
root word, per means to lead or pass over. The subject of interest, in the context of Going Places; travels of the mind,
spirit and heart, is to locate the ‘portability’ between the minds of the street artists, their practices and signified artworks
in the gallery space – to acknowledge which basic parts from their physical travels are being ‘carried’ over.

The familiar frames the artists used to work on towering walls around the globe was disrupted due to the outset of the
pandemic; yet not totally. The artists have expressed that while the physical norms are curbed, their philosophies carry
on even further. Indeed, the term travel becomes a metaphysical one. The retreat from the conventional frame,
movement or campaign to their personal caves grants them a place to meditate, reflect and deconstruct on the current
crisis. This new lease of life accommodates these regional household names to seeking the right frame of mind – in their
respective psyches, practices, and possibilities.

(cont.)
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The works of Alex Face, Ernest Zacharevic, Sam Lo and Yip Yew Chong; sponged, funneled, strained, and sieved from
their usual mammoth forms are gathered in a unique portal. The place serves as a port for the artists as a well as
beholders to harbor reflections and hopes; to nurturing an exchange whilst seeking a change in the light of the
pandemic. Absorbing, channeling, filtering, and refining seem to be the common thread (not threat) in this congregation.
While the air of uncertainty still lingers over, soaking in this impressionable travels is important and critical.

Going Places; travels of the mind, spirit and heart invites passengers to a reflective tour of promise and perplexity. One
can expect to behold and experience Yip’s mental juxtaposition of life experiences; Sam’s existentialist and M.C. Escherinspired renderings; Alex’s acknowledgment to the phenomenological complexity of technology and its acceleration;
and Ernest’s study of signs in response to a poor focusing point. The passengers should also consider the significant shifts
these artists have traversed. The collective body of works could be ‘game changing’ in their respective rights!

(cont.)
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Does the pandemic restrict the practices of these street artists? Yes, travelling physically is evidently difficult. However,
travelling metaphysically has no end. These kaleidoscopic responses to the pandemic are captured in conceptual frames
articulating the artists’ reflections and hopes. The new transported works signify a belief to invite everyone to always
practice the right frame of mind, spirit, and heart despite any form of difficulties.

Zaki Razak (b. 1979, Singapore) is an artist-curator and art educator.
His practice began as a street artist and now spans a variety of
genres, including graphic design and performance art to challenge
assumptions about social languages and rituals.
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INSTALLATION SHOTS
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ALEX FACE
(b.1981) Chachoengsao, Thailand
Lives and works in Bangkok
Alex Face (Patcharapon Tangruen) is a Thai graffiti artist who
manoeuvres in the public space to provoke thoughts from city dwellers.
His street art has grown boundless in public areas of Thailand as much
as in other cities overseas. His significant fame came in 2009 when he
has become a father of a daughter, concerned about the becoming
world in which she will live. Alex introduced a three-eyed child dressed
a ragged rabbit suit, inspired by his daughter, Mardi, who has sometimes
her eyes closed, and gives passerby a sense of weary vulnerability and
wry look.

Photo courtesy of the Artist. Photo by Tawan Amon.

Since the start of the pandemic, did you attempt or engage in any graffiti/street or mural works? If yes, could you elaborate on its intent and
outcome?
During the pandemic, the street art projects I had planned were cancelled due to travel restrictions. But sometimes, I would go out alone and spray
paint walls, while avoiding people.
What do you think the graffiti/street artists around the world been busy with during the pandemic? If there are recurring symbolic visuals projected,
What are they?
What happened to me was that I was invited to join projects with fellow street artists, these are screenprint projects. I also had a painting project with
my daughter to raise funds for charities and hospitals due to the pandemic in Thailand and in other countries. Another common thing in the street art
scene is visual art exhibitions. I’ve also held a number of exhibitions in another part of the world, and most of my exhibitions had happened without me
showing at the opening reception. This is my personal experience during the last two years of the pandemic.
What are the subject matters you have gathered based on your response to the theme of the exhibition?
The most evident character of my works is being physically constrained and losing freedom, a symbol of limitations during lockdowns thanks to the
pandemic. Cable cords and neon lights reflect modern day energy and technology that we’ve created to make our lives more convenient. They also
reflect virtual connections which have become the norm during the pandemic. However, sometimes, we are constrained by technology as well.
Could you share the thought or work process of the artworks you are working on; particularly the transition from the impact and scale of public
works to the reduction and intimacy of the gallery space?
Usually, I do both mural works on the street and studio works, as they complement each other for me. Of course, being in my studio gives me
happiness, but spending too much time in my studio makes me want to go out and explore new walls to paint, to seek new inspiration.
‘Transferring’ street art to a virtual space, is this possible?
Technically speaking, it is possible. However, you will not feel the heat on your skin as you normally would while doing mural works, and you will not
have to hurry up before the rain starts to pour. The heat in Southeast Asia and the cold in Europe affects the pressure of the spray – something that
doesn’t happen virtually. You also miss out on the thrill of the wall’s rightful owner chasing you away, or random people asking you what you’re working
on.
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Alex Face
Animal Oddity - In Blue
2022
Acrylic, spray, oil on linen
H100 x W120 cm
Unique

© 2022 Alex Face, Courtesy of the Artist,
BANGKOK CITYCITY GALLERY and
ART PORTERS GALLERY
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Alex Face
Animal Oddity - In Pink
2022
Acrylic, spray, oil on linen
H100 x W120 cm
Unique

© 2022 Alex Face, Courtesy of the Artist,
BANGKOK CITYCITY GALLERY and
ART PORTERS GALLERY
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Alex Face
Animal Oddity - In Purple
2022
Acrylic, spray, oil on linen
H100 x W120 cm
Unique

© 2022 Alex Face, Courtesy of the Artist,
BANGKOK CITYCITY GALLERY and
ART PORTERS GALLERY
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Alex Face
Animal Oddity - In Red
2022
Acrylic, spray, oil on linen
H100 x W120 cm
Unique

© 2022 Alex Face, Courtesy of the Artist,
BANGKOK CITYCITY GALLERY and
ART PORTERS GALLERY
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Travel in mind
One recurring element which has appeared in many of my works is power cords and communication cables, intertwined in an unruly
mess. That’s one common perception of Bangkok, something we’ve become familiar with. In a way, they remind us of our complicated and
unstructured relationship in our everyday lives.
This series reflects the current situation. As the world of technology advances at a rapid pace, invisible to our eyes, it expands our horizons
and gives us more freedom. At the same time, these messy yet invisible webs form tight knots that constrain us. We just don’t have tangible
objects to remind us of this constraint, and we cannot see it with our own eyes. - Alex Face

Alex Face
Fragile Petals
2020
Bronze, marble
H28 x D30 cm
Edition of 25

© 2020 Alex Face, Courtesy of the Artist
and BANGKOK CITYCITY GALLERY
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ALEX FACE / CV
Solo Exhibitions
2021
• Invisible Border, Lei Xiang Gallery, Taipei, TW
• Scorch and Drop, Thinkspace (Gallery I), Los Angeles, US
2020
• Monument of Hope, BANGKOK CITYCITY GALLERY, Bangkok, TH
• Fragile, Art Porters Gallery, Singapore, SG
2019
• Drifting Upstream, Galleria Ravagnan, Venice, IT
2016
• Alive, BANGKOK CITYCITY GALLERY, Bangkok, TH
2013
• KA-MOAD 2013, Mite Ugro ZaZa Gallery, Gwangju, KR

Street art festivals and special projects
2012
• The Underground Adventure, Artery Postmodern Gallery, Bangkok, TH

2019
• Peinture Fraîche Festival, Lyon, FR

2009
• Alex Growth, Art Gorilla Art Gallery, Bangkok, TH

2018
• Beyond Bliss: Bangkok Art Biennale 2018, Bangkok, TH

2008
• Alex Art Exhibition, Preduce Shop, Bangkok, TH

2015
• Solidarity Thai-Singapore Street art project, SG
• Tokyo Art Fair, Tokyo, JP

2007
• Love & War, Third place, Bangkok, TH
• Project Zero, Central World, Bangkok, TH
2006
• Keep on Keeping on, si-am art space, Bangkok, TH
• Urban River, Art Gorillas Art Gallery, Bangkok, TH

Group Exhibitions
2022
• Going Places; travels of the mind, spirit and heart, Art Porters
Gallery, Singapore
• Milk, Dorothy Circus Gallery, Rome, IT
• Shapeshifters, Kunstlinie, Almere, NL
• Milk, Dorothy Circus Gallery, London, UK
2021
• Art Move, Bangkok Art and Culture Centre (BACC), Bangkok, TH
• Desolated Vacation, Gallery Ether, Tokyo, JP
• ปลด / Dismantle, Joyman Gallery, Bangkok, TH
• The 8th Anniversary Show, Vertical Gallery, Chicago, US
2020
• The Terrordome, Black Book Gallery, Colorado, US
• Miami in Chicago, Vertical Gallery, Chicago, US
• Very Miracle Show, Gallerie Very Yes, Reunion Island, FR-RE
• DREAMS’ VIRTUAL REALITY EXHIBITION, Galleries’s Night
Bangkok 2020, Bangkok, TH

2015
• Different Stroke, @Hin Bus Depot, Penang, MY
• Souled out studios show, Muse Modern Art, Sydney, AU
2013
• Entrée Libre: Graffiti Exhibition Alex Face & Jace, Alliance Française
Bangkok, Bangkok, TH
• Thai-Tai Project, JUT Foundation (MOT), Taipei, TW
2012
• Thai Trend, Bangkok Art and Culture Centre (BACC), Bangkok, TH
• Pride of The Nation#1 Tony Jaa, Artery Postmodern Gallery, Bangkok, TH
• Exhibition 20th Anniversary Department of Fine Art, King Mongkut’s
Institute of Technology Ladkrabang (KMITL), Bangkok, TH
2010
• After the Quake, Minimal Gallery, Chiang Mai, TH

2019
• Mystical Creatures, Vertical Gallery, Chicago, US

2009
• Aesthetics of body, HOF Art Space, Bangkok, TH
• Block 18, Minimal Gallery, Chiang Mai, TH

2018
• SOS, BANGKOK CITYCITY GALLERY, Bangkok, TH
• CO-, Galleri A / A minor, Oslo, NO
• Power of the Streets, Yelo House, Bangkok, TH

2008
• BKK Street Connection, Art Gorillas, Bangkok, TH
• Underground Toys 2, Art Gorillas, Bangkok, TH
• Change, HOF Art Gallery, Bangkok, TH

2014
• THE SOLIDARITY MOVEMENT Graffiti project, Jakarta, ID
• Hennessy x Os Gêmeos, Tokyo, JP
• Metro wall project, Copenhagen, DK
• Break the Ice Graffiti workshop, Bodø, NO
• Street art project, Sandkika, Oslo, NO
• Urban up Korea Street art festival, Seoul, KR
• Beyond Pressure Public art festival, Yangon, MM
2013
• BUK RUK Street art festival, Bangkok, TH
• Art Street at Ratchadamnoen, Bangkok, TH
• Moniker Art Fair, Truman Brewery, London, UK
2012
• THE RENDEZVOUS: Southeast Asia Urban Art Event, Yangon, MM
2011
• Up 2 You Street Art Party @ Exhibition, Bangkok, TH
• Art Normal, Ratchaburi, TH
2010
• Bomb It 2 (Documentary on graffiti art), US
2007
• Short Profile Artist Project (Television project), AU

2017
• Off the Wall, Artstage Jakarta, Jakarta, ID
2016
• Pressionism: Graffiti Masterpieces on Canvas, Singapore
• Pinacothèque de Paris, SG
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ERNEST ZACHAREVIC
(b.1986) Lithuania
Lives and work in Penang, Malaysia
Ernest “ZACH” Zacharevic is a Lithuanian-born artist combining fine art
techniques with a passion for creating outdoor interventions.
Experimentation lies at the heart of Ernest's style, with the only constant
being the dedication to his ever-changing concepts. With ideas leading the
way, he removes the limitation of artistic boundaries; moving freely
between the disciplines of oil painting, stencil and spray, installation and
sculpture. In the public realm, Ernest is interested in the interaction of
murals and the urban landscape, with concepts arising as part of a
spontaneous response to the environment, the community and culture.

Since the start of the pandemic, did you attempt or engage in any graffiti/street or mural works? If yes, could you elaborate on its intent and outcome?
I haven't. There is an old saying don’t sh**t where you eat. Notoriously, the rule has been adopted widely by the criminal world but I think that applies to many artists
working in public spaces too. I've seen the impact of my art on communities and my own privacy. Without a chance to travel, I have restrained myself from painting in the
streets.
What do you think the graffiti/street artists around the world been busy with during the pandemic? If there are recurring symbolic visuals projected, what are they?
I think many artists, myself included, have had a great chance to focus on studio work, revise their practice and generate new ideas. Without social interactions and
traveling we've all been all stuck to the screens, gathering updates on the pandemic and other global issues and I see that reflecting in artists' work too. We’ve experienced
a wave of art that has focused on a different social issue or event every week based on whatever was a news headline at the time. Though artistically it does not feel very
imaginative I do believe that it will have a special chapter in art history books.
What are the subject matters you have gathered based on your response to the theme of the exhibition?
For this exhibition I aimed for a variety in my work. I picked an older piece called No Fly Zone that I thought reflected the overall anxiety and frustration of the pandemic.
Another painting that was initially a sketch to my street work in Singapore was the first piece I worked on during the pandemic and illustrates how my street work and
studio practice are closely interrelated. Many people wrongly assume that the work of street artists happen in the street; however in many cases a lot of it is planned and
predetermined in our studios in the form of sketches, paintings or digital collages. Lastly I added a Sorry we are Open painting that I painted a while into lockdown. It’s
about a moment in the pandemic where businesses had a moral dilemma on whether to resume their businesses but risk contributing to the spread of the virus or remain
closed and face further financial struggle. Government regulations being very inconsistent towards the matter left us all genuinely lost and confused about how we should
continue our daily lives.
Could you share the thought or work process of the artworks you are working on; particularly the transition from the impact and scale of public works to the reduction
and intimacy of the gallery space?
Until this there was not a point in my life where I worked only on street pieces or studio work exclusively. My most ambitious scale work would go up in the streets while
studio work was reserved for more personal and experimental work. Without walls as an outlet I started to notice how my studio work grew in scale. Not traveling also
contributed to my work growing larger, with the luxury of time in my hands and without the restraint of a hotel room I could spend more time on large pieces in the studio.
‘Transferring’ street art to a virtual space, is this possible?
That is certainly a direction that took a trend during the pandemic. Like during most global crises, technology took a giant leap during the last 2 years. The virtual space has
been truly revolutionised and we see many artists making use of it. I don’t think it's‘ transforming’ street art but it has definitely added some new dimensions to our practice.
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Ernest Zacharevic
Sorry We are Open
2020
Acrylic on canvas
H122 x W169 cm
H127 x W174 cm with frame
Unique
Pg.33

Painted during the nationwide lockdown in Malaysia, the painting represents a moment in the pandemic where businesses had a moral dilemma on
whether to resume their work but risk contributing to the spread of the virus or remain closed and face further financial struggle. Government
regulations being very inconsistent towards the matter left us all genuinely lost and confused about how we should continue our daily lives.
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Ernest Zacharevic
Sorry We are Open - Variant Artist Proofs
2020
Hand-finished Archival Pigment Print
310g, 100% Cotton Rag, Acid-Free
Hahnemühle Paper
H52 x W73 cm
H61 x W82 cm with frame
Edition of 10
Pg.35

Derived from the original Sorry We are Open artwork, these are variant artist proofs made by Ernest shortly after releasing the main edition.
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Ernest Zacharevic
No Fly Zone: Sky Blue
2019
Acrylic on canvas
H81 x W60 cm
H87 x W66 cm with frame
Unique
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One of the oldest pieces of the collection, No Fly Zone was selected by Ernest as it reflected the overall anxiety and frustration stemming from the pandemic.
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Ernest Zacharevic
It’s a Sign
2021
Acrylic pigment print
350gsm, 100% Cotton, Hahnemühle Museum Etching Paper
H55 x W55 cm
H64 x W64 cm with frame
Edition of 180
Pg.39

One of his latest works, It’s A Sign is Ernest’s take on the cattle crossing signs found across Malaysia, particularly in the countryside.
These past couple of years during the pandemic has been a time for Ernest to experiment more in the studio, such as getting more hands-on with his
own framing and prints. He officially started cultprint.co as an online platform dedicated to publishing and distributing museum quality prints.
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Ernest Zacharevic
Golden Dragon
2020
Mixed media on canvas with custom
artist frame
H244cm x W122cm
H265.5 x W145 cm with frame
Unique
Pg.41

Initially a sketch to a street-work in Singapore that was painted in 2019, this became the first piece Ernest worked on during the pandemic and the
piece illustrates how street work and studio practice are closely interrelated.
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ERNEST ZACHAREVIC / CV
SELECT PROJECTS
2022
• Going Places; travels of the mind, spirit and heart, Art Porters Gallery, Singapore
2021
• Artist/Guest Curator, Bristol Museum of Art‘Vanguard’ Exhibition, UK
2020
• Founder, Cultprint Editions - Ongoing
2019
• Project Ambassador, Lavazza’s Toward 2030
• "Director, Award-Winning Short Film
"‘Rewild’"
2017
• Founder/Curator, Splash and Burn –
Ongoing
• Johnnie Walker, Bottle Design Endorsement
2016
• Long Beach Museum of Art Installation, USA
• Pathlight Enabling Village Singapore
Murals (Autism Awareness)
• Creative Conference Lucas Film
2015
• Wynwood Walls and Art Basel Miami
• Featured Artist, Scope Miami Art Fair,
Thinkspace Gallery, USA
• Group Show Jonathan Levine Gallery,USA
• #Replaynyc on-street Project with NYC
Photographer Martha Cooper
• Floor is Lava Solo, Underdogs, POR

2015

•

Fort Wayne Museum Group Show with
Thinkspace, USA
• Residency, the Ritz Calton Singapore
• Pathlight Project series of Murals, SG
LA Wall series, USA
• Graﬃti Prints Diﬀerent Strokes Group
Exhibition, MY

•
•
•
•
•
•

Art and Design TV Singapore Documentary, SG
Scope New York Art Fair, Thinkspace Gallery, USA
San Francisco Walls, USA
POW WOW Hawaii Festival, HW
Juxtapoz 20th Anniversary Group Exhibition, USA
POW WOW Hawaii Festival, HW

2014
• Balik Pulau Mural Series, MY
• Rock Paper Scissors, Montana Gallery, USA
• M Project with Urban Nation, Berlin
• Urban Exchange Urban Nation Hin Bus Depot
• Penang, MY
• Ipoh wall series, MY
• Kaunas Prison Series, LIT
• Kuching Mural Series, MY
• Graﬃti Prints, Diﬀerent Strokes, NYC, USA
• Tokyo Wall Series, JP
2013
• Samsung Campaign, MY Memoire Urbane, ITA
• Nu Art Festival Installation in the Tunnels, NR
• Kuala Lumpur Mural Series, MY
• Johor Bahru Legoland Series, MY
2012
• Georgetown Festival, Penang MY
• Toyota Belgium Campaign, BE
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YIP YEW CHONG
(b.1969) Singapore
Lives and work in Singapore
Yip Yew Chong is a Singaporean visual artist who practises murals,
canvas paintings, sketches and installations. A self-learning artist, Yew
Chong draws inspirations from his own childhood and everyday life
experiences, telling stories of people and places, especially yesteryear,
on walls and canvases. He started painting murals in 2015 as a hobby
while pursuing his career as an accountant. In response to the
recognition he received, he became a full time artist in 2018. Since
then, Yew Chong has painted over 50 murals in various parts of
Singapore such as Chinatown, Tiong Bahru, and Everton Road, the
location of his first mural, near where the artist resides and where Art
Porters Gallery is located.

Since the start of the pandemic, did you attempt or engage in any graffiti/street or mural works? If yes, could you elaborate on its intent and outcome?
Yes, while I spent most of my time painting at home or in my studio, I selectively painted several indoor and outdoor street murals in Singapore. They were all
commissioned works.
What do you think the graffiti/street artists around the world been busy with during the pandemic? If there are recurring symbolic visuals projected, what
are they?
I think every artist is still busy with creating art, perhaps spending more time on digital and studio artworks than ever before, or on research/conceptualisation
in preparation for the reopening. I noticed many street murals have themes paying tributes to frontline workers. For those assignments that I accepted, none of
them carry these COVID-19 themes as the commissioning parties intended for the murals to be evergreen.
What are the subject matters you have gathered based on your response to the theme of the exhibition?
As with all my artworks and exhibitions, I try to paint my life experiences - memories, hopes and aspirations. Given my passion for both travel and art, the
travel-art theme is thus easily expressed with a juxtaposition of distant, recent and imaginary experiences.
Could you share the thought or work process of the artworks you are working on; particularly the transition from the impact and scale of public works to
the reduction and intimacy of the gallery space?
To me, there is no big difference between painting large murals, on studio canvases, or digitally on computers. The thought process, sequence and material
techniques are fundamentally the same. I actually started painting on canvases, papers and computers way before doing street murals in 2015. The
environment is however different. While painting street murals is at the mercy of the hot sun and rain, there are live crowds to cheer you on, or the height to
thrill you. At the studio or at home, it is comfortable, but it can get quite lonely, yet meditative. But once the works are exposed online, you will still get the
encouragement.
‘Transferring’ street art to a virtual space, is this possible?
Yes, it is in fact happening all along. Street artists have always been creating both physical and virtual works. Some have both, some only have virtual art on
virtual walls. For those which are physical, they will one day disintegrate. The virtual world documents them eternally. The public also have been appreciating
the street artworks online via social media or NFTs without visiting the sites. Post-pandemic has made this trend even more prevalent. On the other hand, the
lockdown has also intensified the public’s pent-up thirst to get outdoors more, to experience the real thing. The physical and virtual art creation and
appreciation spaces are very complimentary.
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Yip Yew Chong
The Chew Jetty Aspiration
2021
Acrylic on canvas
H91 x W122cm
Unique
Pg.47

I first saw Ernest Zacharevic’s murals in Singapore in 2014. Before that, I only saw his murals online. In July 2015, I made a trip to Malaysia to view his
murals in real life. I managed to see all of them, except for his mural at the Chew Jetty, because that sea-facing mural had completely peeled off. In Aug
2015, inspired by his works, I painted my very first street mural in Singapore. In 2018, I was invited to paint on this same wall at the Chew Jetty. At first,
I was apprehensive as it once had Ernest’s work on it. But after considering his mural was no longer visible, and with encouragement from the
community there, I accepted the invitation. One day, I hope for an opportunity to do a painting with Ernest, perhaps on this same wall! Meanwhile, I
am basking in joy and honour to be in this group show. Look at this painting carefully, who can you spot? - Yew Chong
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Yip Yew Chong
Hopes for Kathmandu
2022
Acrylic on canvas
H122 x W91cm
Unique
Pg.49

I love the mountains. Way back in 1990 and 1991, I went trekking in the Himalayas. Nepal was the first country I went backpacking independently. To
me, Kathmandu was paradise on earth, where Gods live, a living museum. But a disastrous earthquake devastated Nepal in April 2015. Many ancient
temples in Kathmandu collapsed. After I painted my first street mural in Aug 2015, I began to dream of painting the Kathmandu temples as murals on
giant hoardings, so that the residents can feel as if the temples are still there, while the temples are being reconstructed. In this painting, I imagine
myself “restoring” the temples. Atop the scaffolding, the view is magical! In 2022, when I googled live street views of the Kathmandu Durbar Square, I
could only see pyramid stumps of the temples. None of the three temples at the Square have been rebuilt yet. My hope continues. - Yew Chong
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Yip Yew Chong
Imagining Peru In Hong Kong
2021
Acrylic on canvas
H122 x W91cm
Unique
Pg.51

In 2016, I painted my first overseas mural in Hong Kong (HK). But the main scene was that of Peru’s Machu Picchu. I mixed it with a bit of the HK
skyline to make it whimsical and relatable. In 2018, I painted another mural series in Hong Kong and the theme was once again Peru imagined in HK! I
visited Peru once in 1998. I loved it! I visited HK many times, and lost counts, but still loving it! I love the colourful Peruvian culture and her majestic
landscape. I love HK’s familiarity given my Cantonese heritage, and her dense urban fragrance. The painting trips were the best of both worlds
combined! Now, I have one dream - to paint a truly Hong Kong scene in Hong Kong. Till then… - Yew Chong
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Yip Yew Chong
Reminiscing Lodhi
2021
Acrylic on canvas
H91 x W122cm
Unique
Pg.53

In 2019, I had the opportunity to do a mural in Lodhi, Delhi. I was very excited because I love visiting India. During my finance career, I visited
Mumbai, Bangalore and Hyderabad many times. 1995 was my first visit to India for my honeymoon, landing in Delhi. The 2019 landing in Delhi was
like a home-coming after 24 years. Immediately upon landing, I roamed the markets, schools and parks to soak in the vibe of the Lodhi district, to get
inspirations for my mural. Thus, I created “Impressions of Lodhi”. On the wall next to mine, Sam Lo created “Cause and Effect”. We speed-learned and
operated boom lifts in order to paint those huge walls. Two other Singaporean artists also painted two other walls along the same road. The road was
thus nicknamed “Singapore Lane”! Those memorable days! - Yew Chong
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YIP YEW CHONG / CV
SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2021
• Something,Somewhere,Somewhen , Art Porters Gallery, Singapore
• Stories From Yesteryear, The Substation + Sofitel Singapore City Centre, Singapore
GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2022
• Going Places; travels of the mind, spirit and heart, Art Porters Gallery, Singapore
2021
• FT Sanctuary, FT Gallery, KH
2019
• Inspiration Nation, Ultrasupernew Gallery, SG
FESTIVALS / EXPO / RESIDENCY
2021
• Hankyu World Fair Digital Art, Osaka JP
2020
• Street Arts Fest Murals, Phnom Penh/Siem Reap, KH
• NHB Hawker Culture UNESCO Inscription Digital Art, SG

FESTIVALS / EXPO / RESIDENCY
2017
• Causeway Exchange Arts Fest Murals, Ipoh, MY
• Hokkien Festival Thian Hock Keng Mural, SG
• National Museum of Singapore 130th Anniversary Murals, SG
• Singapore Design Week Singaplural Mural & Design, SG
• ESSEC Business School Art Residency & Mural, SG

SELECT MURAL SERIES
2018 - 2021
• Chinatown
2018 - 2019
• Changi Airport
• Singapore Botanic Gardens
2016
• Tiong Bahru
2015
• Everton Road

2019
• Adobe Max X HP Digital Art, Los Angeles US
• China-ASEAN Expo Mural, Nanning CN
• Hatyai Moon Festival Murals, Hatyai TH
• START India X STB Mural, Delhi IN
• Fort Siloso Bicentennial Murals, SG
• Elgin Bridge National Monument Art Installation, SG
2018
• ITB Asia Travel Convention Mural, SG
• Arts in your Neighborhood Ang Mo Kio Murals & Installations, SG
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SAM LO
(b.1986) Singapore
Lives and work in Singapore
Sam Lo/ ‘SKL0’ (b. 1986) is a trans non-binary visual artist based in
Singapore with humble beginnings as an urban artist. In their formative
years, their intrigue with the concept of culture and bold execution in
some of their earliest forays in street art dubbed them the "Sticker Lady", a
nickname lovingly given by the city in reference to the saga that was
birthed from their work in the streets. Since then, their practice has grown
to be reflective of their personal journey and beliefs - a non-subscriber to
traditional notions of a dedicated style, theme or visual language, they
believe that the human psyche has multiple dimensions that make us
complex, layered individuals which enable us to vastly explore and
express a multitude of motivations in this shared human experience. As
such, their works explore different themes across various mediums from
large scale spray painted murals to delicately hand-sculpted sculptures,
each tackling a different story through the artist’s lens.

Since the start of the pandemic, did you attempt or engage in any graffiti/street or mural works? If yes, could you elaborate on its intent and outcome?
To be honest, most of what we (muralists like myself) paint outdoors these days are commissioned pieces by clients (who either own the walls or secure these walls for
murals) and we rely on these jobs for a living. During circuit breaker a lot of these jobs were cancelled or postponed till after restrictions were lifted, and since then I have
created a couple of murals for different clients.
In terms of graffiti/ street art, I did not create any during the pandemic for various reasons1. my past and the mild ptsd from that,
2. the lack of safe spaces to create these works
3. staying in helped me recalibrate my intentions and my practice as I turned inward. It also served as a much needed break from my commercial work.
What do you think the graffiti/street artists around the world been busy with during the pandemic? If there are recurring symbolic visuals projected, what are they?
From what I gathered online and through friends living abroad, they too have been focusing on their studio practice and creating more personal work. Some took the
opportunity to head out to bomb the streets due to lesser foot traffic. Not sure if there are recurring symbolic visuals projected unless you count the number of surgical
masks I’ve seen painted (lol).
It’s important to note that during this time it was also the start of many social movements, with BLM and the socio-political climate around the world. It affected us
emotionally and with the looming pandemic on top of that, many of us felt drained and to an extent, disillusioned. You can say a lot of self-searching occured then too and
for many of us it’s gone on till today, forced with the confrontation of ourselves that sparked many existential questions. This has played a heavy part in my own personal
growth, which has led to my personal liberation and empowerment through self-discovery.
What are the subject matters you have gathered based on your response to the theme of the exhibition?
It was a very happy coincidence that when approached to do this show, I was already working on a body of work that I started during the pandemic. Sparked by my own
existential questions, I realised much of the public work I have been putting out has always been socially driven and I treat it as a form of service for the people- whatever I
put out in public aims to generate positivity and has to be meaningful for the community it exists in. Also in huge part from my early days in RSCLS (an urban art collective),
I was taught to separate my brain to segment commissioned works and personal works to the point I realised I was giving a lot of headspace to commissioned pieces to the
point I did not know what my own works would look like. I was looking at burnout at the time, one that I grew to accept and was determined to overcome.
It was here that I started looking inward, creating pieces I wanted myself to see and it gave birth to LOCI, a body of work that started as a coping mechanism, a practice of
memory and my personal escape. What started as personal therapy has now evolved to a full-fledged art project themed on mental health and I am excited to share its
potential at the exhibition.
In a way, you can say that as an artist that often does art on the streets, I turned inward when left with little avenues for public expression.
(cont.)
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Could you share the thought or work process of the artworks you are working on; particularly the transition from the impact and scale of public works to the reduction
and intimacy of the gallery space?
Transitioning from a large public mural to one of an intimate setting is a big jump. My thought process started from thinking about how the public would encounter these
works, and the amount of time they would spend looking at it. The amount of time one takes with public works is significantly shorter than works in an intimate setting, and
I treat the messaging I choose to deliver differently as well, taking the opportunity to deliver layered topics where one has to spend more time through studio pieces (that
sometimes tend to be more subversive) and meaningful, impactful pieces aimed for the community at large with public murals. That being said, the processes for these
works of different nature already differ very greatly.
When creating these pieces, I wanted people to navigate the works and view each piece as part of a whole. These works offer a glimpse into what could be, in hopes of
helping the viewer escape into different realities through colour, composition and subject matter of these pieces. A character is also introduced in this body of work, a
rabbit that serves as a personal guide that represents one’s curiosity, leading viewers on a route through different dimensions of imagination. With this body of work, I hope
to introduce my inner worlds that I hope would be relatable at this time of self reflection, during an experience in the form of this pandemic that we all share.
‘Transferring’ street art to a virtual space, is this possible?
Street art in essence, like the name suggests, are works created in public on the streets. That said, it would be impossible to exist in a virtual space. However, works with
street art aesthetics could exist in the space but should not be confused with street art. I find the term rather problematic to be honest, along with the use of the word graffiti
when it should mean unsanctioned works in public spaces.
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Sam Lo
LOCI1020:: Dated LOCI series
2020
Fine art print, acid-free archival paper
H59.4 x W42 cm (A2 size)
H73 x W53 cm with frame
Edition of 100
Pg.
63
Pg.59

A reflective piece, LOCI1020 sparked the artist's explorations into their
inner worlds and offers a visual representation of their creation process.
Jumping from room to room is a character called the guide, a rabbit
that the artist relates to as curiosity as it leads the mind through
memories and their visual library. This piece serves as a snapshot into
their mind at that given point, serving as documentation into their
mental state.
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Sam Lo
LOCI.HAPPY PLACE (a self portrait)
2021
Resin and acrylic custom on designer figure by
Crack and Museum of Toys
H66 x W43 cm
Unique
Pg.
62
Pg.61

Highlighting the artist's inner and outer worlds, the artist was presented
with a spray can resin figure and transformed it into a self portrait. The
vibrant colours on the outside reflect the murals the artist is known for,
whereas the inside in contrast depicts the artist's comfort zone, a
surreal safe space with a collection of curiosities.
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Sam Lo
LOCI.Portal0621-001
2022
Spray paint on canvas
D50 cm
Unique
Pg.
62
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Sam Lo
LOCI.Portal0721-002
2022
Spray paint on canvas
D50 cm
Unique
Pg.
62
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Sam Lo
LOCI.Portal0721-003
2022
Spray paint on canvas
D50 cm
Unique
Pg.
62
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Sam Lo
LOCI.Portal0122-004
2022
Spray paint on canvas
D50 cm
Unique
Pg.
62
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Sam Lo
LOCI.Portal0222-005
2022
Spray paint on canvas
D50 cm
Unique
Pg.
62
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Sam Lo
LOCI.Portal0122-06
2022
Spray paint on canvas
D50 cm
Unique
Pg.
62
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Sam Lo
LOCI.Portal0222-007
2022
Spray paint on canvas
D50 cm
Unique
Pg.
62
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Sam Lo
LOCI.Portal0222-008
2022
Spray paint on canvas
D50 cm
Unique
Pg.
62
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Sam Lo
LOCI.Portal0222-009
2022
Spray paint on canvas
D50 cm
Unique
Pg.
55
Pg.71

Scenes from different worlds to escape into through colour and
composition. In the artist's creation process, they start by
envisioning the different visual imagery associated with different
themes, depending on what the situation calls for. From scenes of
calm to memories and desires, LOCI.Portals offers a peek into
these different worlds from where the artist draws from.
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Sam Lo
LOCI.Daydream-0222
2022
Spray paint on canvas
H115 x W76 cm
Unique
Pg.
62
Pg.73

Inspired by landscape paintings, this piece serves as a form of respite from chaotic reality and offers a safe escape for the mind’s eye to wander.
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SAM LO / CV
INVITATIONS / EXHIBITIONS / SHOWCASES / RESIDENCIES
2022
• Going Places; travels of the mind, spirit and heart, Art Porters Gallery,
Singapore
2021
• "OUR FUTURE IS IN(CON)CLUSIVE) Mural Showcase curated by Singapore
Art Museum, Singapore
• Designer Toy Custom Showcase at 'Pegasus' by The Final Bosses, Art
Outreach, Singapore
• Designer Toy Custom Showcase at 'Can Stop 2021' by Garduhouse (ID) and
RSCLS (SG), B-Side, Singapore
• [Awarded] Installation Showcase for "Rewritten: The World Ahead of Us"
Open Call by Public Art Trust and National Arts Council, Punggol Waterway,
Singapore
• Mural collaboration showcase with Indian Artist Bhajju Shyam for Art Walk
2021 in Little India, Singapore as part of ‘Passion Made Possible’ by
Singapore Tourism Board and curated by St+Art India Foundation
2020
• Design showcase for "Streets of Hope" by National Arts Council, Singapore
2019
• [SOLO] ‘Rising Change’, Shouten, Mandarin Gallery
• Mural showcase in Delhi with START India as part of ‘Passion Made Possible’
by Singapore Tourism Board
• Mural collaboration showcase with Thai Street Artist Rukkit in Singapore and
Thailand as part of ‘Passion Made Possible’ by Singapore Tourism Board

2018
• Showcase at Culture Cartel 2018, Singapore
• Mural collaboration showcase with Malaysian Street Artist Akid-One at
Georgetown Festival
• Penang, Malaysia as part of ‘Passion Made Possible’ by Singapore
Tourism Board
• Showcase at Art Central 2018, Hong Kong
• Showcase at Design District Dialogue 2018, Singapore
• Showcase at Art Skins at the Civic District, Singapore Art Week 2018,
Singapore
• Solo showcase at Singapore Art Week 2018, Singapore
2017
• Showcase at Melbourne Festival, Melbourne, Australia
• [SOLO] ‘For Better, For Worse’, One East Asia & Pegasos5, Besser
Space, Melbourne, Australia
• Showcase at Multiply: A Majestic Playground, New Majestic Hotel,
Singapore
• Artist residency, ST+ART India Foundation, New Delhi, Delhi
• Showcase at Urban Ventures by LOPELAB, Singapore
• [SOLO] Greetings from Singapore, One East Asia Gallery, Singapore

2016
• Largest road painting for Circular Spectacular showcase, Circular Road, Singapore
• [Awarded] Sundaram Tagore Gallery permanent mural for Art After Dark, Singapore
2015
• Rail Jammin’ Showcase supported by NAC, Rail Corridor, Singapore
• [SOLO] The Limpeh Solo Show, The Substation, Singapore
• Ayam What Ayam Groupshow, Ernest Zacharevic x E&O Gallery, Penang, Malaysia
• Sentosa SG50 Charity Showcase, Harbourfront, Singapore
• Solidarity Movement- Thailand Urban Cultural Exchange, Singapore
• Participating artist for The Mill x WeJungle: Destruction & Rebirth, The Mill,
Singapore
• Participating artist for Aliwal Urban Arts Festival, Aliwal Arts Centre, Singapore
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SAM LO / CV
2014
• Invited artist for Urban Exchange Street Art Festival,
Georgetown, Penang, Malaysia
• Exhibited artwork for ‘Music for Change’ charity group
show hosted by LUSH99.5, Yeo Workshop Gallery,
Singapore
• Exhibitor at Singapore Toys, Games and Comic
Convention (STGCC), Singapore
• ‘Girls of the Underworld’ group show at Kult Gallery,
• Participating artist for the SIN-PEN colony at
• Represented at Seoul Art Toy Culture convention,
Seoul, Korea
• Participating artist at FLABSLAB Presents May The
Fourth: Star Wars showcase for charity
• Culture Clash Music and Art festival- artwork
collaboration with Baki Baki, KA’a and SKL0,
Singapore

2012
• Urbanscapes 2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
• Kult Issue #10- Unbreakable (publication), Singapore
• ‘The Hell Lotus Art Show’ Group Show by Mighty Jaxx, Sup, Singapore
• ‘Singapore’s Finest’ Group Show, 28th Fevrier, Singapore

2013
• Represented by Goldmann at Aﬀordable Art Fair
• ‘Kingbrown’ x Kult art show (Group Show), Singapore
• Release of art collectible ‘Cultured’ and live art at
Mighty Jaxx at Singapore Toys, Games and Comic
Convention (STGCC), Singapore
• The Solidarity Movement urban exchange – Singapore
x Manila showcase
• RSCLS Presents The Rojak Rendezvous, The
Substation, Singapore
• Red Bull Canvas Cooler Project (Group show),
Singapore
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GALLERY INFO
Art Porters Gallery, 64 Spottiswoode Park Road, Singapore 088652
+65 6909 0468
Daily from 10.30am to 7.00pm (Monday by appointment)
Guillaume Levy-Lambert

guillaume@artporters.com

+65 9815 1780

Sean Soh

sean@artporters.com

+65 9105 9335

Melvin Sim

artologist@artporters.com

+65 9144 7468

www.artporters.com
www.facebook.com/artporters
www.instagram.com/artporters

